A vacation in the company of Hercules webcams
Moscow, June 16, 2011.
Hercules, an internationally acknowledged developer and manufacturer of interactive entertainment hardware,
announces the availability of the best web cameras for hot summer communication on Russian market. You could be
in contact even during the vacation in any part of the world! Classic Hercules products range webcams are so
compact and lightweight that you can share the view from windows of your apartments without adding too much
weight to your luggage.
Among Hercules web cameras line-up we'd like to highlight Hercules Classic Link, Hercules Classic Silver and
Hercules Deluxe Optical Glass models.

Classic design, modern technologies
Hercules Classic Link webcam is a convenient and technologically advanced
'classic' web camera featuring a VGA sensor and a built-in microphone to make
your communications even more comfortable. Frame rate of 30 frames per second
ensures that video will be fluid and camera will capture all the moving objects.
Moreover, video stream generated by the camera (800х600 in software interpolation
mode) is optimized for instant messaging applications such as MSN Messenger,
Skype and others which is very convenient in case of slow connection. Hercules
Classic Link camera could be easily mounted on any display or notebook and then
positioned in such a way that it can provide the most
favourable view from the window of your apartments: you
can turn photo and video recorder 360 degrees in
horizontal direction and 180 in vertical direction. The
bundled easy to use software package, Hercules Webcam
Station Evolution SE, provides 3 photo shooting modes: single shoot, burst and self-timer.
Using Hercules Classic Link you can capture video by pressing a single button. You can
easily send captured photos and videos by email to friends and colleagues - software will
automatically convert your media files into appropriate format. Camera is bundled with
Hercules Webcam Station Evolution SE software, a quick user guide and a complete user
manual in PDF format. Recommended price for the device is 430 RUB.

Technology is in old-fashioned enclosure
Incredibly stylish Hercules Classic Silver resembles old photo cameras: device optics is fitted
into elegant silver case. Thin and lightweight case contains everything that a user needs: A
VGA sensor, built-in microphone and 4 bright LEDs which provide high contrast and bright
picture even in bad lighting conditions. Camera provides smoothed 1.3 megapixel image in
photo mode and clear 800х600 image in video mode (interpolation) to use with most instant
messaging software (Skype, MSN Messenger and others). Also it features a built-in
microphone which will make it easy to tell your friends and relatives about the most
interesting and exciting summertime moments. As other Hercules cameras, Hercules Classic
Silver is bundled with universal fixture which lets fix camera in any convenient place.
Moreover it features rotation system which provides horizontal axial rotation (360 degrees)
and vertical rotation (60 degrees) of the camera. A device is bundled with Hercules Webcam
Station Evolution SE software, Quick Start user guide, full User Manual in PDF format;
recommended retail price is 560 RUB.
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Luxury conversation
Comfortable dialogue is one of the basic demands of a person and Hercules
Deluxe Optical Glass can meet it even in the case of a very demanding user:
device packaging is up to the knocker. Camera features a VGA sensor with
glass lenses which improve optical characteristics of the device and provide
crystal clear shots. Owing to 4 LEDs, camera provides clear and smooth picture
(1.3 Mpix for photos and 800х600 interpolation resolution for videos) even in
bad lighting conditions. A bundled universal fixture allows to mount the camera
where a user wants it or to put it on the table. Moreover, camera is equipped
with wireless headset which ensures clear sound in any type of the
environment! As any other Hercules product Hercules Deluxe Optical Glass
camera is optimized for usage with instant messaging or with e-mail. Apart from
easy to use Hercules Webcam Station Evolution SE software package, camera
is bundled with Hercules Zoom Controller software which provides 3x image
scaling and face tracking function. Camera is compatible with 32-bit and 64-bit
Windows Vista. Camera bundle includes Hercules Deluxe Optical Glass webcamera, install CD with Hercules Webcam Station Evolution SE and Hercules
Zoom Controller software, complete user guide in PDF format and Quick Start
user guide. Recommended retail price for the device is 640 RUB.
You could find additional information on full range of Hercules webcams at: http://www.hercules.com/ru/webcam/
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Hercules
Guillemot Corporation designs and manufactures interactive entertainment hardware and accessories. The Group offers a wide range of diversified products under the
Hercules and Thrustmaster brand names. Guillemot Corporation Group is on the market till 1984. It is currently present in 11 countries including France, Germany, the
United Kingdom, USA, Canada, Belgium, Holland, Hong Kong, Romania and Italy, and distributes its products throughout more than 30 countries worldwide. The goal of
the Group is to provide consumers with ergonomic products of high quality which maximize the enjoyment of digital interactive entertainment. www.guillemot.com
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